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Abstract: Security agencies still consider this threat as one of the most common software vulnerabilities. Aiming to
increasing security resistance against this software threat, emphasize on software design phase is highly reasonable
where cost and time required for fixing error in design level is several times lesser than coding or implementation
levels. In this purpose, we use the Secure SDLC . In this paper, we describe how to apply the secure SDLC. Software
design phase in such a way that additional cost and time are not required for system analyzing and defining threat
scenario.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Now a day’s organization are not just make an application
and selling it to client. But organization have to forces on
certain security issues. They thought about many type of
complexities.
Output:

Requirement Phase

Threat Result (it will
reduce S/W cost)

There are following phases of SDLC:
1: Requirement: we gather the security requirement and
risk assessment.
2: Design: Identify Design security requirement, Design
review and Threat modeling
3: Coding: Coding Best practice and perform static
analysis.
4: Testing: vulnerability assessment

Threat Modeling

Design Phase

5: Deployment-Server Configuration Review and Network
Configuration Review

Tools

II.
a.

Output:

In design Phase we can consider security and Privacy
concerns. This will be helpful to reduce the risk of
schedule disruption and reduce a projects expense.

Help to mitigate the
vulnerability exist in S/W

Fig 1.Overview of Design Phase of Secure Software
Development Life Cycle
To make secure the whole system we have to design the
secure SDLC(Software Development Life Cycle).
Organization wants to implements in a cost efficient
manner. We can reduce the cost of a secure system by
applying earlier in software development Life cycle. Some
type of people who want to break the security of system
and network to damage them. It can be intentially. whether
it can be for fun or for profit. It can be a group of
organized criminals who work silently .They don’t make
noise but when their job is done. It makes a drastic loss of
system.
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HOW TO MAKE A SECURE DESIGN
PHASE?
Establish Design Requirement:

b.

Attack Surface Analysis /Reduction:

Reducing the opportunities for attacker to exploit a
potential weak spot or vulnerabilities requires thoroughly
analyzing overall attack surface and includes disabling or
restricting access to system services. Applying the
principle of least privilege and employing layered defense
wherever possible.
III.
THREAT MODELING:
Threat modeling approach work on structured approach
and identify security vulnerability. It determines risk from
those threats and applies appropriate mitigation.Thread
modeling is a core element in Software Development Life.
Threat Modeling allows Software architects to identify and
mitigate potential security issues.
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It will be helpful to reduce the total cost of This paper provides knowledge about Threat removal. It
development.SDL threat modeling Tools enables any defines that how to implement a secure SDLC. This paper
also contains details about the Threat Modeling.
developer.
In this research we are considering we need to protect
data. System security can break because of Malicious user
may try to hack into the system and destroy it.
Security attack can be classified into:
(1)Direct: Such as Outside Hacker
(2)Indirect: random attack, viruses, computer worms
IV.

HOW Risk Analysis is Beneficial for secure
SDLC?

By applying these concept we can improve the security
level. we propose threat modeling as an essential
foundation for defining security requirements of computer
systems. Without identifying threats, it is impossible to
provide assurance for the system and justify security
Threat modeling plays a crucial role in mitigating security
threats and thereby facilitating the development of secure
applications.
These secure applications can prevent the malicious
activities of the cybercriminals who are taking advantage
of vulnerabilities in an application.

Risk analysis:

We had a concluded that without the use of threat
Security concept are applied when security risk are modeling one can not enabled the security.
identified. Security engineering is implemented at the
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